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   LEGALLY FREE-TO-SHARE MUSIC: THAT’S RIGHT, IT EXISTS.
A short reader on traditional U.S. copyright, Creative Commons, and free music.  Written by Nate Ross.                This document itself is under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.5 License.
Why/How is this free?
	The music recordings on this CD are, to put it shortly, free because they were released by their authors under a creative commons license. The authors of the music on here are indie musicians. They are not signed to a major record label, they own all the rights to their own works. The authors of this music decided that they want anyone to be able to give away or share their music, so they released the music under a creative commons license, which is a kind of uniform, yet modular, set of pre-written legal specifications which allow an author to specify that anyone can copy and give away their work for free, along with include certain provisos to use of that work (examples: one can release their work under a Creative Commons license that specifies that nobody can use the work commercially). What this all adds up to is that the authors, each on their own, decided they wanted anyone to be able to give away some of their music recordings (songs), so they released these music recordings under a license which allows people to do that. All the songs on this CD are under such a license, a Creative Commons license, to be specifically. That makes it legal to copy, and redistribute (give away) the songs. That’s why its okay to give away CDs full of this music. That’s why it’s also okay for you to copy and give away the music. Because, to put it simply, the musicians said so when they released their music. That’s why if your friends don’t have a copy of this CD, it would be fine for you to make a copy for him. In fact, we suggest it, because we’re only giving these away over one lunch.
Describe it to me in detail: What is the Creative Commons license?
I will give, quite tersely, a brief description of the more legal aspects of the Creative Commons license. 
	Traditionally, whenever you create any artistic work in the US (specifically, ever since 1976), it is protected by copyright law. If you draw a painting, even if you don’t add a little copyright sign or anything, it is still copyrighted, and you are the owner of the copyright on that artistic work (the painting). The owner of the copyright (usually the author of a work, but in the case of signed musicians, their record label), can do anything they want with the work, publish it, change it, display it, sell it, give it away, anything. However, others are not allowed to change, publish, sell, or display the artistic work, or even large parts of it, without the copyright holder’s permission. The author of a work maintaining control over these rights is very useful if they want to make a profit off their own work. Only the copyright holder can sell, change, publish, distribute, or display the work unless they give specific permission to another that they can perform that action with the work too.
	But let’s say the author of a work (Say, a piece of recorded music) doesn’t really care about making a profit off their work. What if the author is fine with other people giving away their music? Well, traditionally, they’d release it into the public domain. The public domain is just that, the area of the common folk. A work in the public domain has no restrictions on its use; it can be copied, sold, displayed, changed, resold after changed, anything. An interesting fact: all documents and images created by the US government are automatically released into the public domain! Another one: when an artistic work is held under copyright, the work is protected by copyright law until 70 years after the author’s death- then it is legally in the public domain. That’s why anyone can copy and give away the works of authors like Thoreau, Da Vinci, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, H.G. Wells, Tolstoy, Twain, Voltaire, Shakespeare, and on and on and on. You can legally get copies of these books off the internet (try http://www.gutenberg.org/ if you really care that much) to read, and that is because and only because they are in the public domain.
	But remember, you don’t need to die to release your work into the public domain, anyone can. If you want there to be no restrictions on the use of a piece of art you create, just release it into the public domain. One continual problem with art in this country is that a lot of people would normally release their work into the public domain, but there are certain things they don’t want people doing with their work. Let’s say you’re fine with anyone copying and giving away your political cartoon, as long as they say you made it. Or let’s say you’re willing to have anyone copy and give a song you made away, even without including your name, but you don’t want any companies using it in advertisements or to sell their products. Or let’s say you’re willing to have anyone make copies of the essay you wrote as long as they don’t change any part of it. Typically, if you wanted this to happen, tough luck. You could either release the work into the public domain, and have people do things with it you didn’t want, like not include your name with it, or you could keep it all protected under copyright, and no one could do anything with it other than read or view or listen to it. But if you wanted your work to be free to share, that would defeat the purpose. 
	Then there’s the possibility of maintaining your copyright, but giving everyone – everyone- the right to give away your work, and to do certain other things with it, also. But therein exists the problem, you’d have to specify, using exact legal mumbo-jumbo, so there are no loopholes, exactly what you’re willing to allow people to do with your work. This would require a profound amount of legal research, writing, and specification. Artists typically aren’t lawyers on the side, and so they are unable to act on this. If only someone could come up with a uniform set of legal terms which could be used as tools for artists to do this. Then artists wouldn’t have to reinvent the wheel everytime they wanted to license their work so others could redistribute it.
	And so came along the Creative Commons License. Creative Commons is both a non-profit organization devoted to expanding the range of Creative work available for others to share and build upon, and the title of the licenses themselves which are used to share them. Created in 2001, since then they have launched multiple licenses. When you create a piece of art, you are free to license the work, that is release it under the legal terms of, one of the Creative Commons license. There are many licenses, and they are usually modular. Quite like legos, or anything else which could be described as building blocks. The author can decide, by carefully choosing the license they choose to release their work under, what people can and can’t do with their work. For example, one license, the one that most of the songs on this CD are released under, is the Creative Commons attribution-noncommericial-noderivatives license. You must credit the author for creating the work (which is done on this CD by keeping the artist’s names on the song files – not a daunting challenge), for example by including a “Painting by steve” under a copy of the painting. You cannot use the work to make money (and we’re certainly not making money), and you cannot create derivative works (as in, you can’t take a piece of the work, and turn it into something new, and then publish that new thing, such as a remix). With those stipulations in mind, you are free to give away and use this music however you like. Everyone else can give it away too. 
	Pretty cool, huh?
	So, on the immediate front, this means a few things. One: it’s okay for us to give away this music, and we are glad to, because we like free stuff, and so does everyone else. Two: it’s okay for you to give away any of the music on this if you want to. Three: Traditional content distribution schemes, run by giant corporations that essentially have a monopoly on a cultural product, such as popular music or movies, no longer have as many legs to stand on. Apparently, people don’t have to buy music from one of the “big five” record labels to get good music. Apparently, now you can just- hand it out- legally. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not against artists making money. I’m just for people being able to get good music recordings for free. 

But just so you know anyway, I feel I ought to relay some of this information to you:
	Artists under major labels only get about a 6% royalty from every CD bought; most of them don’t end up making any amount of money which could be described as near serious1. That means for every $16 album you buy, the artist might make one dollar. And a whole lot of that one dollar is going to go to label-independent contracts with managers, agents, and a whole host of other things not covered by record label. In the end, a band which sells even 100,000 albums (which doesn’t happen often, there are about 300,000,000 Americans. One out of every three thousand Americans would have to buy their album, and foreign sales wouldn’t provide that much more), will only make $50,000. So for a year of hard work, a band of three people might make $50,000 to split between the three of them. That’s not exactly a living. When you’re buying an album, you’re not truly supporting the artist in any sense of the word. What you’re really paying for is the record company’s advertisements, agents, beaureaucracy, sound engineers, radio station payola (paying off radio stations, such as WCYY [which was recently investigated for payola] to play their songs so people will buy the albums], and disc distribution schemes. The people who actually made the music don’t get much. So when I say that it’s just as well that you listen to legally free music, as it is for you to go out there and buy a CD and listen to record label music,  I mean it.
1 Want proof that artists make about a 6% royalty, and that they’re generally screwed over financially-wise when they sign up with the major labels? For the evidence, check out:  http://www.negativland.com/albini.html/            http://futureofmusic.org/contractcrit.cfm/           http://www.mndaily.com/article.php?id=36590
Also: Sites to visit if this little free-content primer got you interested.
http://creativecommons.org/ 
http://www.downhillbattle.org/  (Music activism at it’s finest. From their site: Downhill Battle is a non-profit organization working to support participatory culture and build a fairer music industry.)
http://gutenberg.org/ (books in the public domain. Ever wanted to read The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, or Candide, or maybe Sun Tzu’s The Art of War, or perhaps Dracula? Maybe you’re more of a Tolkien fan, or a Tolstoy reader, or you like stuff by Oscar Wilde? Well, you’ve been able to read that stuff decades... for free! At your library! ... Oh yeah, and on that website. Good stuff.)









